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Dear innovator,

This deck of cards is for you.

You can use it at any time -alone or as 

a team- to come up with bold ideas that 

can turn your current business into a 

more sustainable one.

Let’s ideate!



The basics
A few rules that often apply to sustainable design solutions:

Decrease:  Use less energy, materials,..

Return:  Take back the product after use

Longevity:  Make it durable

Reuse:  Don’t throw away so soon

Modular:  It’s a.o. easier to repair

Repair:  Give users the right to repair

Disassemble:  Make it easy to take apart

Refill:  Containers should be refilled

Decompose:  Let it turn into nutrients

Refuse:  Users can refuse to buy from you

Non-toxic:  Just don’t put toxics in it

Share:  From ownership towards services

Nearby sources:  Use local materials



Design

Production

Retail

Resources

End of life Get to work

Consumption

The Loop
The following steps make up a circular economy:



For more info on the Loop and its steps,
visit www.close-the-loop.be

Each brainstorm card will indicate on what loop steps it focuses.



Make sustainable 
usage more 
convenient to 
boost adoption



Nest

This famous smart thermostat helps to save you energy, 

leading to a more sustainable lifestyle. The device learns by 

itself when to change the temperature so users don’t need to 

always remember themselves they should turn the heat down.



Turn sustainable 
products or
services into 
something that 
helps users to 
save up



Kambukka water bottles

Drinking tap water instead of bottled water becomes a better 

experience with a stylish Kambukka bottle. We at Achilles 

created many trendy designs for Kambukka to lift the image 

of reusable bottles. Buying one Kambukka product is a small 

investment that will help users to lower their footprint while 

saving cash as well. Bottled water is just too expensive and 

too unsustainable.



Reward people if 
they opt for the 
sustainable path



GreenApes

People can download the greenApes app or visit the website to 

become a member of this online network. Members who start 

living a more sustainable life will be rewarded with BankoNuts, 

a currency that you can use to e.g. pay for trips with public 

transport. BankoNuts are earned by a.o. connecting to the 

Apple Health app that notices if you have started using your 

bike more often, leaving your car at home.



Let users share 
your product



Poppy

Poppy users can take a nearby (electrical) scooter or car of the 

Poppy network and pay for each minute they use the vehicle.

Many people who would otherwise own a car themselves can 

now just use Poppy for the few journeys they need a car for.



Focus on
sustainable
urban solutions



Copenhagen public transport

The Danish capital is investing heavily in its public transport 

system because it wants to be a CO2-neutral city by 2025. 

This goal can be met when 3/4 people in this city go by foot/

bike/public transport. That’s why Copenhagen has invested 

in more bike paths and in a new metro ring that will carry 

85% of the residents.



Digitize a physical 
thing to save 
materials and 
energy



Aeroplane

Aeroplane crafts digital solutions in VR and AR. A client 

who sells large machines can now go to a fair and show his 

product to potential clients in VR, instead of actually having to 

transport and assemble all machines at the fair to show them.



Decentralize the 
checks of your 
supply chain to 
boost credibility



Climate Chain Coalition (CCC)

CCC uses the distributed ledger tech to up the collaboration, 

monitoring, reporting and the verification of climate action 

impacts. The different stakeholders all need to work together 

to guide and manage resources correctly.



Automate sus-
tainable practices 
to increase their 
effectiveness



Daisy

Daisy is Apple’s robot that recycles your old iPhone. Daisy 

herself is partly made from Liam, the predecessor of Daisy. 

This new robot can take apart 9 different iPhone models and 

it can perform around 200 disassemblies per hour.



Make something 
low-tech smarter 
to track usage



Wexus app

Wexus is a mobile app that helps farmers with monitoring 

and controlling their complex irrigation system remotely. The 

app tracks water consumption and its costs, it monitors the 

system, it indicates if maintenance is needed and gives alerts 

when the costs or consumption rise too high. The farmer 

gets insights on things like efficient irrigation patterns and 

the best water consumption schedules.



Use gamification 
to make adopting 
sustainable habits 
more persuasive



Toyota Prius

This car encourages you to drive as energy efficient as possible 

by showing how many kilometers you can drive with the fuel 

you have. Drivers want to beat their high score by continuously 

improving their driving style. On the dashboard display, drivers 

get instant and useful feedback on their driving style and how 

this affects their savings and the environment.



Use predictive 
AI to guide your 
sustainability
initiatives



Neuromation

Platforms like Neuromation can e.g. use data from satellites 

that constantly produce images of the Earth, the climate 

and the people living on the planet. This data is then used to 

predict how urban areas will grow and what the environmental 

consequences would be. That info can be used to take action 

and tackle environmental challenges that we would otherwise 

remain unaware of for too long.



To tackle wicked 
problems;
Work together, 
build a 
community



OVAM

OVAM a.o. encourages sustainable design practices by being a 

known platform to share knowledge through e.g. networking 

events and contests. The network aims to let designers think 

more about sustainability challenges when designing a new 

product or service.



Convert your 
product into a 
service, as this 
lets you think of 
product lifetime 
and take-back 
systems



Philips circular lighting

Philips has a B2B solution that provides light instead of light 

bulbs. A customer does not buy the product, but pays for the 

access to light. The client subscribes to the service and does 

not need to worry about high initial costs or maintenance. 

This business model can encourage Philips to manufacture less 

bulbs, to create lighting solutions that need little maintenance 

and that can last longer. 



Analyse big data 
sets to make 
better informed 
decisions on sus-
tainable actions



Ford F-150

Data set analysis has learned Ford that they should focus on 

creating a more sustainable aluminum technology. The use of 

a lighter aluminum alloy may even have a better effect on the 

environment than Ford’s electric vehicles -but of course, Ford 

also makes an electric F-150.  Ford also assessed life cycles to 

find out that their contribution to a better climate would be 

bigger when using recycled materials instead of e.g. bamboo.



AI will become 
more affordable 
for all, so think of 
how this tech can 
advise you on 
sustainable
actions



Google data center

Google has used an AI to improve the energy efficiency of 

their data center cooling systems. Engineers felt they could 

not improve its energy efficiency anymore, but Google then 

applied an AI on the system that suggested changes to reduce 

energy consumption with 40% still. 



Don’t start from 
scratch; Use e.g. 
existing distribu-
tions channels
(of other players)



Kit Yamoyo

Kit Yamoyo cleverly uses the existing distribution network of 

Coca-Cola to get medicine to places that are hard to reach. It 

is hard to travel places where Coca-Cola has not gone before, 

so why not take advantage of these distribution lines to get 

life-saving products to people in remote areas?



Repurpose and 
upvalue materials 
that would
otherwise 
become waste



Sealand gear

Sealand gear makes products like bags and wallets, using 

materials from other industries that are not wanted or needed 

anymore. The durable tote bag depicted here for instance 

is made from an old Bedouin stretch tent. The material is 

waterproof and resistant to mold.



From recycling
to upcycling



Freitag F610 Cinnamon

Freitag is known as a brand that makes bags from truck 

tarps. With the new F610 CINNAMON backpack, the brand 

now also uses fabric that is made from recycled PET bottles. 

This makes the bag more flexible and lighter. These -quite 

expensive- bags are extremely popular and sell out in no 

time, indicating people love upcycling if it is done right - i.e. 

including storytelling and investing in aesthetics.



Make it easy for 
users to maintain 
and repair your 
product



Sennheiser HD 25 II

These professional headphones are loved by many. Probably 

that’s mainly because of its superior sound quality, but another 

great plus is that users can easily replace different parts if 

something would break.

Users can replace things like the headband paddings or even 

the wiring that runs through the headband from one ear cup 

to the other one.



Use storytelling 
to make waste 
equally or more 
valuable than the 
original materials



Imperfect Produce

Imperfect Produce delivers vegetables and fruits that are too 

ugly to be sold in regular supermarkets. By buying Imperfect 

Produce, less food is thrown away, farmers are getting a better 

share, and you get your nutrients at a lower price.



Recycle to save 
materials



Apple MacBook Air

This entry-level laptop of Apple now would be made of 

100% recycled aluminum. But while Apple may seem like a 

company that took a huge step here, some see this merely 

as a marketing stunt that taps into the trend of conscious 

consumerism. To really be more sustainable, the laptop could 

for instance be designed in a way that makes it easy for users 

to take it apart and repair/upgrade it.



Make the pack-
aging as small as 
possible to ship 
more items per 
container, reduc-
ing emission



Ikea furniture

Flat pack designs can make transportation cheaper for Ikea, 

and users can conveniently take items home themselves. 

Now that consumers are more demanding, Ikea has made 

the self-assembly of some products more convenient as 

well by eliminating any tools or screws. This results in more 

sustainable products because they now consist of just one 

type of material.



Be the eco-
conscious brand 
that people want 
to buy from to 
set the standard 
for the whole 
industry



Fairphone

Fairphone grew popular rapidly. This smartphone brand wants 

to create the first truly fair phone ever. This goes way beyond 

the product itself. Sure, the product can be taken apart by 

users to repair it themselves. But the whole supply chain is 

redesigned; Fairphones contain fairtrade gold, the brand is 

aiming to only source conflict-free minerals, it is aiming for 

better wages and working conditions for miners,..



Be a politically 
active brand

People love that



Patagonia

 In 2017, Patagonia blacked out its website with the message 

“The President Stole Your Land” after the decision of Donald 

Trump to cut the size of protected lands. This simple message 

led to six times more external web sales.



Crowdsource and 
incubate sustain-
able ideas



Lonely Whale

Lonely Whale wants to help save the ocean by letting bold 

ideas grow. LW is an incubator for ideas that could change 

the state of our ocean for the better. It uses the strength of 

inspiring ideas, a community and collaboration to make real 

change happen. LW works on educating people, campaigns 

(e.g. the ban of disposable straws) and on solutions that can 

generate a huge impact.



Don’t produce 
waste in the first 
place by de-
signing reusable 
packaging



Loop

Loop wants to tackle the wicked problem of plastic waste by 

not just designing packaging that uses less material. Instead, 

the startup worked together with known brands on a system 

with reusable packaging. This eliminates the element of waste 

completely. The brands develop a reusable container, Loop 

delivers to your doorstep and picks up the empty packaging 

again so it can get cleaned and refilled again.



To convert more 
people,
use communi-
cation channels 
people are on in 
a creative way



Sudan on Tinder

The OI Pejeta Conservancy (located in Kenya) teamed up 

with Tinder to get Sudan, the last male northern white rhino, 

on Tinder. The campaign wanted to raise money so that the 

white rhinos would not go extinct. When Tinderers swipe 

right, they were led to a page that allowed them to donate.



Design a product 
or service so that 
your users help 
the environment 
by just using your 
product



Sponge Bikini

This bikini is made out of a spongy material that absorbs 

oil, but no water. By wearing the swimsuit while swimming, 

users can filter the water and turn swimming into something 

eco-friendly.



If you have a 
sustainable solu-
tion, don’t make 
it look unfamiliar 
just because it’s 
new



Early Tesla Model S

The newer Tesla models don’t have a grill anymore, but the 

first Tesla model S did. The grill had not much of a function 

because electric engines don’t need the same kind of cooling a 

combustion engine needs. But still the car was designed with 

a dark shell on the front to make the car look familiar enough 

so more people would be willing to buy an electric vehicle.



If a material is 
not needed, 
make it safely 
soluble in water



Saltwater Brewery 6-pack

Saltwater Brewery used by-products (wheat and barley) from 

its production process to make its 6-pack rings. These rings 

can safely be thrown into water to feed fish.



Inform/notify 
your user about 
what he can do 
to contribute to 
better consump-
tion



Transparent Speaker

These speakers are designed as a protest against brainless, 

fast-paced consumerism that produces tons of electronic 

waste. If something is wrong, these speakers inform the 

user through smartphone notifications about what part of 

the product is broken and could be repaired/repurchased. 

Instead of throwing away an entire product, users are now 

informed about the issue, enabling them to fix it.



Reduce the us-
age of energy or 
material, even if 
it’s just a small 
reduction



Ryman Eco

Clever sustainable solutions can be found everywhere. 

Ryman Eco is a good-looking typeface that uses 33% less ink 

than other standard fonts by playing with white spaces within 

the characters. When the typeface is printed at small sizes 

(10-14 pt) the ink-saving white lines are not visible, while the 

lines become an appealing feature when writing at larger sizes.



Reduce as much 
material or
energy usage as 
possible



Shepherd prayer mat

This prayer mat is made from sustainable materials like cork 

and recycled swimming clothes. The mat uses less than half 

the material of a regular mat. Only the body parts that make 

contact with the floor need to be covered, the rest of the 

mat is useless. This conceptual design is now investigated to 

see how customization can be integrated so different people 

with different bodies can use the mat.



Go for longevity
by e.g. adding
material



EcoTruck

This toy is designed with durability in mind. When a kid is 

playing, toys hit the ground often -and hard. That is why this 

little truck is made to last.



Design it in a 
modular way, in-
cluding standard
components that 
can be disassem-
bled/replaced



SAM by BAO Living

Bao Living has designed a module (SAM) to plug into your 

home. SAM includes the kitchen, bathroom and other living 

utilities. All the wirings and connections that are needed in 

your home are located in the module. Installing a SAM unit 

reduces your carbon emission by 5 tonnes in comparison to 

a traditional home. Also, the module makes efficient use of 

space, making living smaller an attractive option. 



Anticipate the 
scarcity of certain 
materials and try 
to reuse or
exclude them 
from your design



Hewlett-Packard

HP actively collects used products around the world so these 

products can be resold or recycled. The company has set the 

ambitious goal to recycle 1.2 million tonnes by 2025. This goal 

is driven by the growing problem of resource scarcity that 

will become an even more pressing problem in the future.



Instead of deliv-
ering new physi-
cal products,
perform a soft-
ware update to
improve your 
product



macOS

When Apple releases a new OS, users can also install this 

software on the laptop they already have to take advantage 

of the new software features like dark mode for working late 

at night. New laptops and desktops will come with the new 

software by default, but existing users won’t have to buy any 

new products to get access to the new software.



Visualize the
unsustainable 
end-of-life of 
your product...
Now think of 
better endings, 
like a return 
program



Adidas in-store take-back

Adidas has started setting up take-back programs in several 

stores. The aim is to build customer awareness around end-

of-life and to encourage them to give their used products a 

new life (second hand market or recycling).



Pick your sup-
pliers carefully, 
looking at their 
norms, sustain-
ability efforts,
geography,..



H&M

H&M works on supply chain transparency and reports nearly 

all suppliers on its website. The company also has set the goal 

of using nothing but recycled/sustainably sourced materials 

by 2030. Many consumers start seeing how dirty the fashion 

industry really is. When a major player like H&M promises to go 

for more ethical and sustainable practices, many other players 

may follow. Time will tell if H&M is honest, or greenwashing.



Exclude/reduce 
chemicals in your 
product
Transparently 
show what’s in 
your product at 
least



Ecover scents

Ecover scents are at least 50% natural and the synthetic parts 

are all biodegradable. Ecover uses very strict guidelines for 

all its products. Some products don’t even have a scent at all 

to be more sustainable.



Use materials 
like bamboo or 
hemp, as they 
grow fast and can 
be sourced
sustainably



Roof R06 Bamboo

You can use traditional and natural materials in innovative 

ways, like Roof did when designing a new helmet. This helmet 

is made from bamboo slivers, but it has passed all safety 

requirements to use it on European roads.



Compensate 
for your carbon 
emission by e.g. 
planting trees 
or producing an 
energy efficient 
fridge



Disney

Carbon offsetting is important to Disney. The company charges 

business units for their share in the overall emissions of the 

company. This encourages each unit to take the costs of 

emission into account and to seek out sustainable solutions.



Design your 
packaging so it’s 
reusable, light, 
biodegradable, 
small,..



This Too Shall Pass

Tomorrow Machine has designed a series of packages that 

expire around the time the food in it expires as well. The blue 

rice packaging is made out of entirely biodegradable beeswax. 

The green packaging contains olive oil and it’s made from 

caramelized sugar and wax. The package melts when put in 

water. The last package (containing a smoothie) is gelatinous 

and it’s made from agar and water.



Make it easy for 
users to return a 
product after its 
end-of-life



Embossed info link

You could permanently stamp or emboss a link on your 

product that leads to a web page. The landing page includes 

the manual (instead of a paper manual) and instructions for 

returning your broken or worn-out product. By adding a 

clear lead to a return program, your products may stay within 

your own ecosystem instead of ending up on a waste heap.



Avoid permanent 
fixing with e.g. 
glue or mortar



Kablan magnetic tiles

Kablan produces flooring that can resist flood and mold. But 

what makes these tiles truly interesting is the way you can 

install and replace them, because they are not really fixed. 

Kablan opted for magnets instead of mortar. Also, the tiles 

are partly made from recycled materials.



One-time use?
Make it okay
to throw away



Lia pregnancy test

Lia is a test that has no plastic in it, it’s biodegradable and 

compostable so you can just flush it down after you got the 

big news. This may be convenient when you wish to keep the 

new family member a secret for a while. But as we are talking 

sustainability here; This new test saves tons of plastic, mini 

batteries and displays that only need to serve a user once.



Design it so it 
won’t break apart



Michelin concept tire

Michelin has created a concept tire that will not go flat 

anymore so you won’t have to replace your tires. The new 

biodegradable, 3D-printed tire uses a spongy structure that 

replaces the air in traditional tires.



Don’t use any 
material at all



Paper Saver

While notebooks that are made with recycled paper are hip 

these days, Paper Saver takes it a whole step further. This 

notebook comes with no paper at all. It is just a convenient 

cover to stuff with old office paper you have lying around. 

The blank side of your old paper now turns into an area to 

note and jot down ideas.



Product-service 
systems



Fernish

Fernish rents out furniture on a monthly basis. Clients don’t 

pay for the product itself, but for using it. The company lets 

people enjoy high-quality furniture for an affordable price, 

instead of having to opt for poor-quality items with a shorter 

lifespan, like e.g. an IKEA Kallax closet. But Fernish should 

watch out, because IKEA has started experimenting with a 

leasing model as well.



From disposable
to reusable



FinalStraw

With the ban of plastic straws, it is not a big surprise that some 

entrepreneur would launch a reusable straw to replace the 

disposable ones. FinalStaw is a folding metal straw that you 

can use on the go. This product may fall into the category of 

gadgets, but the point is that even a small, frequently used 

product that is thrown away after every single use equals a 

huge and fast-growing waste heap.



Offer to repair 
and refurbish



Patagonia

Patagonia launched a website (wornwear.patagonia.com) so 

that you can buy used and repaired Patagonia clothing. The 

original wearer gets a reward for bringing in his old pieces. 

Then, the clothes are inspected and repaired to sell them to 

a new user who can add some more stories to the pieces.



Let it rot



Ecovative

Ecovative made packaging with mycelium as a low-cost and 

easy-to-grow alternative to petroleum-based packaging. 

Ecovative products perform like plastic, but they break down 

again in a fully natural way and turn into compost to use 

at home.



3D-print to save 
materials



Adidas Futurecraft 4D

Adidas collaborated with Carbon 3D to launch 3D-printed 

training shoes. 3D printing is not just a prototyping technique 

anymore and it has great possibilities in manufacturing. By 

printing a structure instead of using a traditional sole, less 

material is used -so the shoes are lighter as well.



Pay per use



Bundles

Bundles lets users enjoy high-quality home appliances (like 

washing machines, tumble dryers, dishwashers, and coffee 

machines) without them having to own the machines. Users 

pay for a subscription and for each time they use a machine. 

The machines are connected to the internet to track usage. 

This user data in valuable to both Bundles and the actual users, 

as they are stimulated to not use the machines inefficiently.



Close the loop
by taking back
your product



Desso carpets

Desso makes recyclable carpet tiles that can be used again 

after a client wants to get rid of his current flooring. Believing 

in the idea of Cradle to Cradle, Desso takes the carpet back and 

easily disassembles the components to create new products 

with them again. If one tile would be damaged, Desso can 

take this single tile out and replace it with a new one.



Design for
disassembly



Nike Considered boot

The Considered Boot was launched back in 2005 already and 

it set a new standard in sustainable manufacturing at Nike. 

The shoe did not use any harmful materials or glues, so the 

materials could be used again to create new products. The 

sole was attached to the upper part with stitches instead of 

glue, and the upper part was created using only one hemp 

shoelace that was woven between the leather.



Look at how
nature solves
your problem



Bioknit

Bastian Beyer -an architect and designer- experimented with 

unconventional building materials. He developed a knitted 

structure that becomes strong by using bacteria that form 

a layer of calcite.

This self-supporting structure can be a natural alternative to 

chemical composite materials and it could potentially even 

be used for structural roof or wall systems.



Make it modular
so users can
easily repair or 
even upgrade 
the product



Phonebloks

Phonebloks has a different view on how electronics should 

be produced. By creating a modular phone, users can easily 

upgrade, change or repair their phones instead of having to 

buy a new device. Phonebloks wants to inspire manufacturers  

-Google for instance tried to bring ARA (see picture) to the 

market, but failed- to think of such systems when designing 

their laptops, microwaves or speakers.



Source your
materials locally



Lycée Schorge School

Diébédo Francis Kéré designed a ring-shaped school in Burkina 

Faso, using nothing but local materials. The building proves 

that these locally sourced materials don’t limit you in creating 

something highly innovative that has a profound impact on 

the people using the building.



Engage
customers with
a purposeful 
brand that is built 
on sustainable 
actions



Robuust: the zero waste shop

Robuust is a grocery shop in Antwerp that sells a.o. seasonal 

veggies and fruit, coffee and oil. All these products are sold 

without any packaging. The store wants to tackle the problem 

of waste by not creating waste in the first place. The products 

may taste good, but people shop at Robuust mainly because 

of what the store stands for.



Use a digital twin 
to monitor
damage on the 
physical twin



Rolls Royce digital twin tech

A digital twin mimics the state of a physical product or system 

that is packed with sensors. Rolls Royce uses this technology 

to know when/if an aircraft engine needs maintenance or 

repairments. The digital twin engine runs and gets damaged 

in real time. This gives engineers insights on how components 

wear out, so they can develop better pieces and provide 

maintenance in time.



Let another
business use your 
waste stream



Planzer

Planzer is a transport company that has a close relationship 

with Freitag, the company that makes durable bags out of 

truck tarps from a.o. Planzer. While Freitag is the hip brand 

here, Planzer also gets to boost its image and contribute to 

more sustainable business.



Show that waste 
can be beautiful



Gomi Speaker

Gomi is a bluetooth speaker that is made from plastic trash that 

got rejected from recycling firms. Every speaker is made from 

100 plastic bags that would otherwise end up in our oceans 

and landfills because thin plastic bags have no economic value 

anymore and because they are hard to recycle. The beauty in 

the story and the look of the material make this product more 

attractive than a speaker from virgin material.



Get rid of your
unsustainable
business model



Evian reusable water bottle

Evian aims to become a completely circular business by ‘25. As 

part of this transition, Evian hired their first creative advisor for 

sustainable design, who designed a reusable bottle. This bottle 

might indicate that Evian is thinking of ways to move away 

from plastic bottles, as they are not biodegradable. People 

start to perceive companies like Evian as unsustainable for our 

climate, so these companies need to tweak their operations.



Encourage
second hand



Camp 2 Camp

Ecoso, a store for second hand items worked together with 

Tomorrowland to create Camp 2 Camp. Camping material that 

was left behind at one of the drop-off points after the festival 

had ended, got picked up and cleaned by Ecoso to sell again.



Offer lifetime 
warranties



Darn Tough Socks

Darn Tough Socks are in it for the rest of your life. These socks 

come with an unconditional lifetime warranty.

The socks are so durable you should be able to wear them 

for the rest of your life. If  you would still wear them out, 

DTS will replace them for you.



Drastically rethink 
your design to 
reach the same 
job to be done 
with fewer 
materials



Chairless Chair

Vitra is known for its fancy design furniture, but the company 

also has launched something completely different; a chair that 

is actually only a strap to put around your back and knees so 

you can sit comfy in a cross-legged position.



Adding
functionalities to 
reduce total 
material usage



Swiss Army Knife

A Swiss Army Knife is small enough to put in your pocket, but 

some offer a wide range of functionalities while using very 

little material so you don’t have to carry a large backpack with 

all the separate products that each only serve one purpose. 

Also, these products are very durable, contributing further to 

the lower material consumption of the end user.



Make sure your 
product can
survive the use
circumstances



Senz Storm Umbrella

This high-quality umbrella is designed to survive storm winds 

of up to 100km/hr. While most other umbrellas often break, 

the design of Senz is based on aerodynamics.



Play with
aerodynamics
to boost fuel-
efficiency by e.g. 
adding an
hydrophobic 
coating



Dirt-free surfaces

Though a golf ball has an uneven surface to reach improved 

aerodynamics, smoothness can be used as well to improve a 

design. A transportation vehicle will become dirty over time 

and this dirt creates distortions that are unlike the holes in a 

golf ball. So you need to avoid dirt on all surfaces to increase 

energy efficiency by e.g. adding an hydrophobic coating.



If you want
people to
recycle more, 
show them what 
products will be 
made from their 
trash



Plastic bottles for a raincoat

Show people that the plastic bottles they recycle will be used 

to make this new raincoat.

When people don’t know what happens with their trash, they 

care less. But when you can inspire them with a specific story 

that shows what journey the bottle will undergo, people can 

use that as a tangible motivator to recycle more.



Make sustainable
packaging from 
useful materials



Soapbottle

Traditional plastic bottles that are designed to contain per-

sonal care products like a.o. shampoo take about 500 years 

to decompose. Soapbottle wants to tackle this problem of 

single-use plastics by creating a bottle that’s made out of soap. 

The bottle has a thin film on the inside so that it can contain 

liquids like soap or shampoo without dissolving. Once the 

bottle is empty, it’s a soap bar instead of some piece of trash.



Remind people 
to do a certain 
thing until they
have grown into 
the habit



Kitche

Kitche is a free app that helps you to save money by reducing 

the amount of food you throw away. Users can take a picture 

of their supermarket receipt. Kitche will then help you to 

keep track of what products you have at home, what types 

of products you often let go to waste and at what cost. The 

app reminds you to consume what you’ve bought and it also 

suggests recipes based on these products.



Let’s talk

Our innovation team can help you through 
the ideation and development of your next 
sustainable product, service or business 
model that fits your innovation strategy.

Interested?

www.achilles.be

http://www.achilles.be/contact/
https://www.achilles.be/



